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Gone are the days when Logan Hunt was a sleekly muscled, highly
coveted Dom. Now he's got a dad bod, a busy life, and a cold bed. It's
been months since he and his wife have had time for each other,
nevermind time to play at a club. When he and his best friends issue each
other a challenge to put the D back in the Dom - and more importantly in
his long-neglected wife - Logan decides to do whatever it takes to prove
that a Dad Bod Dom can still rock his sub's world. The Dad Bod Doms
Collection 1. Logan by Golden Angel 2. Henry by Raisa Greywood 3. Ray
by Maren Smith 4. Faris by Shane Starrett
Dungeon Games: A Masters and Mercenaries Novella Jan 27 2020 From
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Lexi Blake comes a
new story in her Masters and Mercenaries series… Obsessed Derek
Brighton has become one of Dallas’s finest detectives through a
combination of discipline and obsession. Once he has a target in his
sights, nothing can stop him. When he isn’t solving homicides, he applies

Dungeon Master Oct 28 2022 Rule Zero: The Dungeon Master Makes
the Rules. Ten years after divorce, Leah is finally ready to move on. No
more ex-with-benefits at the club she and her ex belong to. No more
scenes together, no matter how hot they are. She's ready to find
someone to spend the rest of her life with. So is her ex, but then Gavin
drops the bombshell: he wants to move on by winning her back.
Unfortunately, he might already be too late. When he shows up to
declare his intentions, Leah's on her way out the door for a date with
someone else. Gavin won her heart once and he's determined to win that
battle again, no matter the odds. This steamy hot second chance
romance between seasoned characters shows that fifty shades of spice
doesn't end at fifty.
Logan Jun 12 2021 Four men... One challenge. The Dad Bod Doms are
ready to put the spark back in their relationships and prove their mettle.
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the same intensity to his playtime at Sanctum, a secretive BDSM club.
Unfortunately, no amount of beautiful submissives can fill the hole that
one woman left in his heart. Unhinged Karina Mills has a reputation for
being reckless, and her clients appreciate her results. As a private
investigator, she pursues her cases with nothing holding her back. In her
personal life, Karina yearns for something different. Playing at Sanctum
has been a safe way to find peace, but the one Dom who could truly
master her heart is out of reach. Enflamed On the hunt for a killer, Derek
enters a shadowy underworld only to find the woman he aches for is
working the same case. Karina is searching for a missing girl and won’t
stop until she finds her. To get close to their prime suspect, they need to
pose as a couple. But as their operation goes under the covers, unlikely
partners become passionate lovers while the killer prepares to strike.
**Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a standalone story. For new readers,
it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And for fans, it’s a bonus book
in the author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**
Doms of Darkness Books 1-3 Sep 22 2019 3 novella set. 3 hot alpha
vampires who discipline their human mates with a firm hand. 3 heroines
who learn to submit to their vampire mate’s punishment. SOLD TO THE
MASTER VAMPIRE – Alex and Amanda A master vampire takes what he
wants, when he wants it. The moment I saw her, I knew I had to have
her. The perfect prize. Mine to pleasure. Mine to tame. Mine to protect.
A woman I could mold into my future queen. But she’s not as helpless as
she seems. Will she take her place as my mate? Or will she lead me to my
destruction? CAPTURED BY HER VAMPIRE MATE – Grant and Lizzy I’ve
tasted her blood and I’m never letting her go. A captured witch with the
sweetest blood. Trapped in a war between vampire clans. She made a
deal with the devil to secure her freedom. She thought she could escape
with her life and purity intact. I should have let her go once she fulfilled
her end of the bargain. But I’ve tasted her sweetness. I want more. I’m
claiming her and making her mine. Mine forever. MATED BY THE
WARRIOR VAMPIRE – Dante and Rose A submissive rose that’s mine to
tame. For hundreds of years, I was a mercenary, a warrior with no ties to
the mortal world. Until I met Rose. A mind cursed by dark magic that can
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only be healed with pain and pleasure. A firm hand is what she needs.
She will obey and beg for discipline. Will I be able to tame her before it’s
too late?
One Dom to Love Apr 22 2022 Raine Kendall has been in love with her
boss, Macen Hammerman, for years. Determined to make the man notice
that she's a grown woman with desires and needs, she pours out her
heart and offers her body to him-only to be crushingly rejected. But when
his friend, very single, very sexy Liam O'Neill watches the other Dom
refuse to act on his obvious feelings for Raine, he resolves to step in and
do whatever it takes to help Hammer find happiness again, even rousing
his friend's possessive instincts by making the girl a proposition too
tempting to refuse. But he never imagines that he'll end up falling for her
himself. Hammer has buried his lust for Raine for years. After rescuing
the budding runaway from an alley behind his exclusive BDSM Dungeon,
he has come to covet the pretty submissive. But tragedy has taught him
that he can never be what she needs. So he watches over her while
struggling to keep his distance. Liam's crafty plan blindsides Hammer,
especially when he sees how determined his friend is to possess Raine
for his own. Hammer isn't ready to give the lovely submissive over to any
other Dom, but can he heal from his past and fight for her? Or will he
lose Raine if she truly gives herself-heart, body, and soul-to Liam?
A Tibetan-English Dictionary, with Special Reference to the
Prevailing Dialects Mar 29 2020
Balti-English / English-Balti Dictionary Sep 15 2021 This book is
based on the Khapalu and Skardu dialects of Balti, a member of the
Tibeto-Burman family, spoken in Baltistan. The work is distinguished by
its phonetic acuity, particularly important in the case of Balti, whose
importance to the Tibeto-Burman and Sino-Tibetan comparatists is its
close phonetic relationship to the Tibetan script. This book will
undoubtedly become a standard work for the linguistics of the Tibetan
language family in general.
A general dictionary of the English language; to which is prefixed,
a comprehensive grammar Oct 24 2019
Dungeon Room Jul 01 2020 "I tried to think, to focus my thoughts, but it
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was no good. All I could think about was water and food. After what
seemed like an eternity, all I hoped for was death, first and foremost, and
if not death, then I prayed the cruel man would give me another chance.
I was desperate for another chance to show him that I could be good. I
could do what he wanted. I would be his dog, as long as he watered and
fed me." Jennifer McFarlane has never been the outdoorsy type, but she
agrees to go on a camping trip with her new boyfriend. It's a decision
that changes her life forever as she is plunged into a dark and sadistic
world, one from which there seems to be no escape except death.
WARNING: DUE TO GRAPHIC AND EXPLICIT CONTENT, THIS BOOK IS
INTENDED FOR 18 AND OVER.
Imaginary Lover [The Doms of Sybaris Cove 7] Jul 21 2019 [Siren
Menage Everlasting: Erotic Consensual BDSM Menage a Trois Romance,
M/F/M, spanking, flogging, paddling, feather play, sex toys, HEA] Dom
and IT department head Tom Raleigh has always considered cargo pilot
Ivy Balloux his imaginary lover, until Tom's sister steals Ivy's fiance.
Convinced she'd rather eat glass than look at another Raleigh family
member, Tom continues to keep his distance. Dom and project manager
Merrick Durante is so infatuated with Ivy that he has her flight days and
times memorized. But the impending trial of Merrick's brother for arson
and murder has him keeping a low profile. Ivy Balloux has worshipped
Tom and Merrick from afar for years, but the convoluted history between
their families has forced her to keep her distance. When the three finally
get together, they work hard to overcome outside forces that would just
as soon tear them apart. When Tom's sister plays a cruel joke on Tom
and Merrick, they risk the curse on their families to leave the island and
save Ivy from danger. Will they survive the curse? ** A Siren Erotic
Romance
Balti-English English-Balti Dictionary Oct 16 2021 This book is based
on the Khapalu and Skardu dialects of Balti, a member of the TibetoBurman family, spoken in Baltistan, situated just south of the Karakoram
Range
Dungeon Showdown Jun 24 2022 In this battle of strength and
dexterity, only one dominant comes out on top... After months of
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relentless game night flirting, Aiden finally gets his shot with fellow
dominant Cyana. Too bad it comes with a major catch. Submission has
never been his style, but a bet is a bet and Aiden won't back down. As
one night of total surrender changes everything he thought he knew, this
big bad dom isn't prepared to deal with the consequences. How long can
Aiden avoid Cyana and the pleasure that only submission can give him?
Since they're preparing to stand by their mutual friends for a double
wedding in lifestyle-friendly-paradise, probably not very long.
Two Doms for Kara Feb 26 2020 They're her business partners, so she
shouldn't get involved. Should she? Kara Lowe is the successful owner of
Bridal Dreams, where she works with happy couples to make their
special day a fantasy come true. When she is asked to oversee the
wedding of a lifetime on the other side of the world, she knows she needs
to rely on the two men she's recently gone into business with to ensure
the elite couple's wedding goes off without a hitch. What she doesn't
expect is for her two partners to decide that, in the wild hills of Scotland,
anything goes--including all of her pent-up inhibitions. Zeke Driscoll and
Chase Manning have desired Kara for years; since well before their
merger with Bridal Dreams. When a unique getaway wedding presents
itself on the books, they decide the Dungeon Fantasy Club is the perfect
place to unravel their partner's sweet beauty and uncover the submissive
they know is hiding inside her, just waiting to be let out. The two Doms
will test Kara's boundaries, knowing they've found the submissive to hold
their hearts. As Kara begins to lose her heart, she must face the reality of
their ménage relationship. Will she be brave enough to commit to a
lifetime with her two Doms?
Italian Pocket Dictionary Nov 17 2021
Elite Doms of Washington: Boxed Set (vol. 1-6) Nov 05 2020
Contains tall six of the full-length Elite Doms of Washington books by
award winning romance author Elizabeth SaFleur. Not all power in
Washington, D.C. is wielded by politicians Elite: Jonathan's proposal is
indecent. Adventurous. And ripe for scandal. Christiana is all in.
Untouchable: They agreed. All pleasure, no complications, just the way
Carson likes it. Just the way London needs it. Until their hearts got
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involved. Perfect: Mark has loved Isabella from afar for 10 years. Now, to
win her submission, he’ll have to lay to rest the dangerous ghosts of their
past. Lucky: Her heart’s desire is the one thing Derek vowed never to
give. At least until he falls for Samantha--hard. Fearless: Sarah maintains
perfect control. Until two men, Stefan and Laurent, threaten it--with
their undying love and devotion. Invincible: Silver fox. Power player.
Author of revenge. People have called Alexander many things over the
years, but it’s the last one he’s been living for. At least until Rebecca and
Eric re-enter his life.
Ruthless Doms Boxset (Books 1-3) Aug 14 2021 All three of USA
Today Bestselling author Jane Henry's Ruthless Doms now available in
one boxset. Priceless When Marissa is torn from my grip, I'll do anything
and everything I can to protect her. Even if I have to become the very
monster I'm protecting her from. She’s barely legal. Under my
protection. Fully off-limits. But all mine. Beyond Measure I’m the girl no
one wants. Scarred beyond repair and locked away, I’m tainted and
tarnished. Unworthy of friendship, love, or hope. But I was born into
Bratva life, and my life is not my own. I’m ripped from my home and
forced to marry a man I’ve never met, sight unseen. He’s ruthless,
possessive, and fierce... My husband. King's Ransom He’ll demand my
obedience. Drive me to my knees. Make me call him daddy. I’ve been in
love with Stefan Morozov for as long as I can remember. He’s fearless.
Powerful. A vicious leader of the Bratva underworld. And he barely
notices my existence. That is, until the day I see something I shouldn’t.
The day the man I love makes me his prisoner. The day my love turns to
hate...
Dungeon Royale Jan 07 2021 An agent broken MI6 agent Damon Knight
prided himself on always being in control. His missions were executed
with cold, calculating precision. His club, The Garden, was run with an
equally ordered and detached decadence. But his perfect world was
shattered by one bullet, fired from the gun of his former partner. That
betrayal almost cost him his life and ruined his career. His handlers want
him to retire, threatening to revoke his license to kill if he doesn’t drop
his obsession with a shadowy organization called The Collective. To earn
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their trust, he has to prove himself on a unique assignment with an
equally unusual partner. A woman tempted Penelope Cash has spent her
whole life wanting more. More passion. More adventure. But duty has
forced her to live a quiet life. Her only excitement is watching the agents
of MI6 as they save England and the world. Despite her training, she’s
only an analyst. The closest she is allowed to danger and intrigue is in
her dreams, which are often filled with one Damon Knight. But
everything changes when the woman assigned to pose as Damon’s
submissive on his latest mission is incapacitated. Penny is suddenly faced
with a decision. Stay in her safe little world or risk her life, and her
heart, for Queen and country. An enemy revealed With the McKayTaggart team at their side, Damon and Penny hunt an international
terrorist across the great cities of Northern Europe. Playing the part of
her Master, Damon begins to learn that under Penny’s mousy exterior is
a passionate submissive, one who just might lay claim to his cold heart.
But when Damon’s true enemy is brought out of the shadows, it might be
Penny who pays the ultimate price.
The Dom's Dungeon Sep 27 2022 Foster child. Teenage whore. Now a
veterinarian, MacKensie's turned her life around, but the scars remain.
She saves her affection for the animals who never judge or scorn her, but
it's time to get out, move on from her past in Iowa. So, she arranges a
vacation exchange to job hunt in Seattle. Although the house is lovely,
one room is locked. Her years in foster care have given her two 'gifts': a
neurosis about locked doors and the ability to open them. After she gets
into the room, she's appalled...and intrigued. Chains and manacles,
whips and paddles, odd benches with straps... When Alex returns home
days early and finds MacKensie draped over the spanking bench in his
locked dungeon, he's furious. But her wariness arouses his protective
nature and curiosity, so he strikes a deal to keep her close-she'll act as
his submissive in exchange for a place to stay and help finding a job.
He'd planned to use the veterinarian to deter an ex-girlfriend, not
replace her, but with MacKensie's compelling mixture of strength and
vulnerability, the little sub slides right into his well-defended heart.
The American Encyclopaedic Dictionary May 31 2020
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Taken by the Cyborg Apr 10 2021 A cyborg test subject. A female soldier.
Passionate secrets that could kill them both. He lost his humanity to save
his sister More machine than man, Doug can hack any computer across
the galaxy. Syndicorp may own him, but he secretly uses his power to
protect his twin and the rebels she leads. When he discovers a rogue AI
with information that could expose the rebels’ location, he must come up
with a plan to destroy it. If only the fiercely loyal woman who owns the AI
didn’t make his circuits go haywire… Trapped between duty and love
After mistakenly helping her rebel sister escape, Private Attie Swan just
wants to resume her career and forget the rebellion exists. But when a
frighteningly hot cyborg abducts her, he turns every belief she has about
the corporation she works for on its head. He is also the only hope of
keeping her sister alive. Unsure if they can trust each other, they must
work together to defend those they love. But the secrets Doug protects
could drag them both into a deadly game not even a rogue cyborg can
win. And he may just have to sacrifice everything to keep her safe.
Reader Promise: Steamy love scenes, dangerous cyborgs, and heartpounding action with no cliffhangers and a guaranteed HEA. This
thrilling Sci-Fi is intended for mature audiences. Keywords: smutty, hero
changes his wicked ways, looking for mate, fantasy, romantic, military,
space fleet, badass female lead, steamy, prisoner, captive, alien
The Scarlett Letters Mar 21 2022 Jenny Nordbak takes us to a place that
few have seen, but millions have fantasized about, revealing how she
transformed herself from a USC grad lacking in confidence into an elite
professional dominatrix who finds her own voice, power and compassion
for others. On an unorthodox quest to understand her hidden fantasies,
Jenny led a double life for two years. By day she was a construction
manager, but at night she became Mistress Scarlett. Working at LA’s
longest-running dungeon, she catered to the secret fetishes of clients
ranging from accountants to movie stars. She simultaneously developed
a career in the complex and male-dominated world of healthcare
construction, while spending her nights as a sex worker, dominating
men. Far from the standard-issue powerful men who pay to be helpless,
Mistress Scarlett’s clientele included men whose fantasies revealed more
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complex needs, from “Tickle Ed” to “Doggie Dan,” from the “Treasure
Trolls” to “Ta-Da Ted.” The Scarlett Letters explores the spectacularly
diverse array of human sexuality and the fascinating cast of characters
that the author encountered along the way.
Above the Dungeon May 11 2021 With the ink barely dry on his Ivy
League diploma, Dare is expected join the family business, marry his
high school sweetheart, and commit his life to conservative suburbia. But
in a moment of panic he runs away to NYC where his cousin gets him a
bartending job at a club called Above the Dungeon. The basement of the
club houses legendary BDSM Master Roman's dungeon. And Roman's
interest in the newest bartender challenges Dare's lifelong perception of
his own sexuality.As he draws Dare into the world of BDSM, Roman has
to contend with the feelings and insecurities of Jeff, the 24/7 slave he has
at home.Alternately told from points of view of Dare and Jeff, Above the
Dungeon is a series of highly erotic BDSM scenes tied together with tight
plot and intense relationship dynamics.70,000 words, erotic fiction (M/M,
BDSM)
A New Universal Etymological, Technological and Pronouncing
Dictionary of the English Language Aug 22 2019
Johnson's English Dictionary. To which is annexed the
pronunciation according to present practice ... With an appendix
containing several thousand words omitted by Dr. Johnson, etc. By
W. Maver Jun 19 2019
The Dom's Dungeon Aug 26 2022 "Foster child. Teenage whore." Now a
veterinarian, MacKensie's turned her life around, but the scars remain.
She saves her affection for the animals who never judge or scorn her, but
it's time to get out, move on from her past in Iowa. So, she arranges a
vacation exchange to job hunt in Seattle. Although the house is lovely,
one room is locked. Her years in foster care have given her two 'gifts': a
neurosis about locked doors and the ability to open them. After she gets
into the room, she's appalled...and intrigued. Chains and manacles,
whips and paddles, odd benches with straps... When Alex returns home
days early and finds MacKensie draped over the spanking bench in his
locked dungeon, he's furious. But her wariness arouses his protective
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nature and curiosity, so he strikes a deal to keep her close--she'll act as
his submissive in exchange for a place to stay and help finding a job.
He'd planned to use the veterinarian to deter an ex-girlfriend, not
"replace" her, but with MacKensie's compelling mixture of strength and
vulnerability, the little sub slides right into his well-defended heart.
"Publisher's Note: This book contains explicit sexual content, graphic
language, and situations that some readers may find objectionable: Anal
play, BDSM theme and elements (including/not limited to bondage,
spanking, tethering), exhibitionism."
Salvation Feb 08 2021 Seven years ago, she was sheltered. In need of
guidance. I was a newly-ordained priest with a vow of celibacy. Our love
affair was torrid, and wrong, and ended in heartbreak. We broke it off
and went our separate ways. I left the priesthood. She left her home.
Seven years later, she's stranded in my NYC Club while a blizzard rages
outside, and she wants a taste of dominance. I won't let another man lay
eyes on her, much less touch her. She's still my everything. My salvation.
And there's no way I'm letting her go...
Unearthed Dec 06 2020 Love. The most powerful force in existence, but
also the most ruthless. Cunning and deceptive. Man's greatest Achilles
heel. Leaving all who embrace it weak and vulnerable. At least that's how
Dom-for-hire Max Kelley sees it, after the love of his life knocked him on
his ass. A brutal blow that not only stole his breath, but decimated his
ability to trust. Turning him cold and cynical. The TKO he never saw
coming. Love. A mistake Max won't ever make again. Meaning no more
relationships-not exactly a hardship. Just the thought of dating makes
him queasy, and one of the reasons he doms for a living. To sexually
engage without the poison of intimacy. The other reason? To keep his
demons sated. With whips and chains, and scandalous kink. A fiery mix
that always hits the spot. That is, until a bright-eyed beauty walks into
his life and refuses to leave. Sean Matthews. College senior and flirt
extraordinaire. Max's newest-and greenest-client sub. Man, is he
delicious; able to push Max's buttons, able to make him crave the things
he knows he shouldn't. Sound the alarm, this can only mean trouble.
Unfortunately, deterring Sean proves virtually impossible, and now Max
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finds himself at a crossroads. Man up and kick his favorite sub to the
curb... or succumb to his own buried desires. ** Warning: Contains
references to sensitive matters involving teens, as well as mentions
pertaining to child abuse, that some might find disturbing. This BDSM
romance also contains intensely explicit scenes both inside and out of the
dungeon.
Finding Master Right Sep 03 2020 Dominant, crop-wielding men are
all Kate dreams about, but how far is she willing to go? Kate wants a man
who will take charge—she just needs to find the right guy. Fortunately,
her friend is throwing a kinky Halloween party with a guest list loaded
with sexy, available men. That’s where she meets Banner. Dark and
intense, Banner’s not just a Dominant, he’s a Master looking for a slave.
Kate isn’t interested in something that extreme, but when he offers to
help her find the perfect Dom, while training her to be a flawless
submissive, she’s glad to have a matchmaker and protector. Banner
knows they’re not compatible, yet something about Kate is impossible to
resist. Once he finds her the right Dom, will he be able let her go?
Italian Pocket Dictionary in Two Parts Nov 24 2019
Dungeon Play [The Dom's Dungeon 2] (Siren Publishing Menage
Everlasting) Feb 20 2022 [Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Paranormal
Consensual BDSM Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, werewolves,
whipping, paddling, fire play, HEA] Adelaide Stuart, receptionist at The
Dom's Dungeon BDSM club, longs for two Doms of her own, but she's
terrified of shape-shifters. The only problem is, the men she wants, Doms
Wade Sullivan and Mason Barlow, are werewolves. She purposely got the
job there because she's intensely attracted to the lifestyle. But she also
thought since several of the men there were shape-shifters, working
there would help her overcome her fears. So far her plan isn't working.
She aches to experience all the delights of the dungeon. She craves all
the CosPlay costumes and wants to dress up and play with her Doms. But
she can't let go of her terror at the thought her delicious Doms might be
wolves. Finally she agrees to perform a CosPlay dungeon scene with
Wade and Mason, but when she can't bring herself to sign a contract,
they tell her the rules of the club prevent them from taking the
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relationship any farther. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
The Dom's Dungeon Collection, Volume 1 May 23 2022 [Siren
Ménage Everlasting: Erotic Romance, Paranormal, Consensual BDSM,
Contemporary, Menage a Trois, Werewolves, Knife Play, Sex Toys,
Spanking, Whipping, Paddling, Fire Play, MFM, HEA] Dungeon Love
Juliana Grenville longs to be Dom Beckett Parker’s sub, but he seems to
hate her. Jason O’Connor is kind and sweet and treats her beautifully but
he isn’t a Dom. It seems wrong to date Jason if she wants to be in the
dungeon with Dom Beckett. Juliana is the receptionist at The Dom’s
Dungeon BDSM Club. It’s the best job she’s ever had, but it isn’t helping
her to become a sub when the man she desperately wants to be her Dom
ignores her or glares at her. Yet she can feel the chemistry between
them. There’s plenty of chemistry between her and Jason as well. He’s
every woman’s dream of a thoughtful and caring man. Finally she
decides to pretend she’s a Domme and perform a stage show at the club
with Dom Beckett. Perhaps that’ll make him pay attention to her.
Dungeon Play Adelaide Stuart, receptionist at The Dom’s Dungeon BDSM
club, longs for two Doms of her own, but she’s terrified of shape-shifters.
The only problem is, the men she wants, Doms Wade Sullivan and Mason
Barlow, are werewolves. She purposely got the job there because she’s
intensely attracted to the lifestyle. But she also thought since several of
the men there were shape-shifters, working there would help her
overcome her fears. So far her plan isn’t working. She aches to
experience all the delights of the dungeon. She craves all the CosPlay
costumes and wants to dress up and play with her Doms. But she can’t
let go of her terror at the thought her delicious Doms might be wolves.
Finally she agrees to perform a CosPlay dungeon scene with Wade and
Mason, but when she can’t bring herself to sign a contract, they tell her
the rules of the club prevent them from taking the relationship any
farther. Cara Adams is a Siren-exclusive author.
Neues Vollständiges Kritisches Wörterbuch Der Englischen und
Deutschen Sprache A New and Complete Critical Dictionary of the
English and German Languages. New Stereotype Ed. ... Enl. and
Impr. by E. Preusser with the Cooperation of H. Breithaupt Apr 29
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A Tibetan-English Dictionary Dec 26 2019
Bondage Buddies Dec 18 2021 No strings attached is harder than it
seems for Master Mitch and sweet, submissive Domi... When Master
Mitch proposes becoming friends-with-benefits, Domi can't find any
downsides to such an arrangement. As a single mom with no time for a
relationship, she's content with leaving everything about her desires at
the club. And despite his playboy reputation, Mitch is definitely the kind
of capable Dom who can give her everything she needs. She's sweet,
she's sassy, and she has an incredible ability to take everything he can
give her. So why shouldn't Master Mitch want Domi for his very own?
But with each scene, Mitch is surprised to find that he craves more than
just Domi's submission. Before long, it's clear that the pair is tied up in
something more binding than either anticipated. Can Mitch convince
Domi that it's safe to trust him outside of Stronghold and Marquis?
Protector Jul 13 2021 Deputy Sheriff Shawn McDuff can't figure out why
the new teacher in Mountain Bend seems so familiar, but Lisa Halldor's
evasive answers to his inquiries confirms his suspicions they have met
before. When he sees her struggling to focus and respond during a scene
at his private club, he intervenes and finds himself as drawn to Lisa's
submissive nature as he is determined to unearth her secrets. Lisa never
forgot the teenage boy who came to her rescue the first night in a new
foster home, but she never imagines a nameless, faceless stalker will
send her fleeing to his hometown for safety twenty years later. When it
becomes obvious Shawn's memory isn't as acute as hers about that night,
she keeps that fond memory to herself. A threat against Lisa's life forces
the truth from her, but will Shawn's protectiveness be enough to save
her from a person so determined to see her dead? Shawn's long ago vow
to keep Lisa safe is put to the test as he works fast to make sure she
hasn't come into his life again just to be taken away by a madman.
DISCLAIMER: This steamy, contemporary Western romance contains
elements of mystery, suspense, and power exchange. Please do not buy
this book if any of these offend you
The Crafter's Defense Oct 04 2020 Sandra managed to survive the first
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major incursion from the nearby Orcs, thanks in part to the help a
certain Half-Orc/Half-Dwarf provided. However, Kelerim left her
dungeon to seek out his father, leaving her all alone with just Winxa - her
Dungeon Fairy - as company.With the loss of her new friend comes some
opportunities, at least; she now has the freedom to craft whatever she
wants, and the threat of her Dungeon Core's destruction from outside
forces is practically absent. She even has the opportunity to upgrade her
Core Size, unlocking additional constructs for use as Dungeon Monsters,
as well as a new Core-specific Skill. Unfortunately for Sandra, a
particular action outside of the dungeon has unintentionally drawn
attention to her activities, and there's now a very serious threat to her
survival. Racing against the clock, the crafting-based dungeon needs to
find a way to prevent her destruction, all the while dealing with the
problems her expanding Area of Influence has created.Because it's not
only the nearby races that she has to deal with - but the nearby
dungeons, as well.This Dungeon Core story contains LitRPG/GameLit
elements such as statistics and leveling and a heavy crafting emphasis.
No profanity and no harems.
His Driven Domme Jan 19 2022 Jesse Noble loves fast cars and even
faster women. A professional racecar driver, he's used to being in the
driver's seat, until a devastating loss on the track forces him to walk
away from the only life he's ever known. After months of rehab and soulsucking depression, Jesse heads to his friend's place in Scotland,
thinking a month or two of indulging in the fleshy delights of the
Dungeon Fantasy Club will help him maneuver the road to recovery
better than any painkillers. Lucy Martin is the mistress and commander
of her world. Labeled an 'Ice Queen' by her co-workers, she hides her
tender and passionate heart from the world, even as she hopes to one
day find a man who will help soothe her shattered heart. Now her best
friend Zoey, the only person on the planet Lucy can confide in, has gone
AWOL and left the country for some Scottish laird. On a mission to
rescue her BFF, Lucy travels to Mulladoch Manor and has her world
turned on its axis; finding herself in an exclusive BDSM club where she
feels right at home. When the dominant Jesse spies the luscious Lucy
Access Free The Dom S Dungeon Pdf File Free

sporting four-inch stilettos and leather in the Dungeon Fantasy Club, he
surrenders to a night of mind-blowing ecstasy, her caresses somehow
driving away every one of his inner demons with supreme skill. In the
race of his life, Jesse moves out of the driver's seat and willingly becomes
her passenger - if only she'll continue tying him up and paddling his bare
ass into the most erotically charged, world altering orgasms he's ever
experienced. When their past secrets are revealed, Jesse will have to
convince Lucy to enter the fast lane with him - and prove that he's willing
to submit to all of his Domme's utmost desires. Can he make the ultimate
sacrifice and give up control - for love? Publisher's Note: While this is the
fourth installment of Anya Summer's Dungeon Fantasy Club series, like
all the books in the series, it can be read as a standalone. It contains
explicit sexual themes including anal play and BDSM elements, as well as
femdom scenes. If such material offends you, please do not purchase.
Schooled Aug 02 2020 From the New York Times bestselling “master of
erotic romance”* and author of Unraveled, Bound and Unwound comes
the all-new novella in the Mastered series. When Amery Hardwick first
met martial arts master Ronin Black, she wasn’t ready for the primal
urges his sensual rope artistry released in her. As it turned out Amery
and Ronin were made for each other. But when they head to Japan for a
delayed honeymoon and Ronin’s annual training with his sensei, Amery
struggles to adapt to the foreign customs as well as running her
burgeoning business from afar. But culture shock is the least of her
worries when faced with the changes in Ronin—it feels as if she’s
married a stranger. Caught between his sensei’s demands and pleasing
his wife, Ronin is at war with himself over choosing advancement in his
jujitsu training, or staying at home with the woman who owns his heart
and soul. As the limits of their relationship are tested once again, Ronin
and Amery discover that they both have a lot to learn about each
other….and what it takes to build a love that’ll pass all life’s little tests.
Includes a preview of the new Mastered series novel, Unraveled. Praise
for Lorelei James “A must read for anyone craving more kink in their
romance.”—*Tara Sue Me, New York Times bestselling author “No one
writes contemporary erotic romance better than Lorelei James.”—# 1
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New York Times Bestselling Author Maya Banks “Sweet, seductive, and
romantic.”—New York Times bestselling author Jaci Burton Lorelei James
is the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of the Mastered
Series novels, Unraveled, Unwound, and Bound, as well as the Blacktop
Cowboys novels which include Wrangled and Tangled, Hillbilly Rockstar,
and Corralled. Her books have won the Romantic Times Reviewers’
Choice Award, as well as the CAPA Award. Lorelei lives in western South
Dakota with her family…and a whole closetful of cowgirl boots.
Dungeon Daddy Jul 25 2022 As life happens, happily-ever-after gets
harder to hold on to... Two kids and two busy careers have taken their
toll on Jax and Esther Johnson. Muddling through the middle of their
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lives, this Daddy Dom and his sweet and sassy babygirl have been in a
rut for a long time. Esther knows motherhood and age have changed her
body, and she's never been the sophisticated type that her husband
spends time with all day at work. Worried that Jax is moving on to
younger, greener pastures, Esther begins a campaign to win back her
husband. There's just one problem: when Jax notices his wife is no longer
acting like herself, he begins to assume the worst. This is a steamy
second chance, later-in-life romance.
A New and Complete American Dictionary of the English and
German Languages ... Mar 09 2021
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